
Xame
Geometry (Common Core) Regents Review

UNIT 4 - TRANSFORMATIONAL GEOMETRY
HOMEWORK PACKET

c.

LIf A.At B'C' ts the image of LABC, under
which transformation will the triangles pt b"
congruentr

(1) reflection over the x-axis
(:2) translation to the left 5 and down 4

scale factor 2

(4) rotation of 270o counterclockwise about
the origin

2. In the diagram below, under which
transformation witl A4'B'C' be the image of
LABC?

S ,ao'

B' A,
A

C,

+ ft dila-lrcn is
niSri d n^d+{ Qn c

r+ does *
d trlo'n ce-

€* a-
-fhe-re*q,r €
prS$erve

C

B

(1) rotation
(3) translation

(2) dilation
(4) glide reflection
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3. In the diagram below, a square is graphed in
the coordinate plane

/,

x

A reflection over which line does not carrv the
square onto itselfl :

(3)v=r
(2) v=2
@) x*y=4

Ncr* 6)t* r*e+fiL ..i* r" ( tg Sguor<'
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4. The graph belou, shon's ,IT crnd i/s i,nruge, J'T'
, after a transforntati,ott..

\\-hrch transformation would map JT onto
J'T'?

(1) translation

(3) rotation centeled at the origin
(4) reflection through the origin

+ s\ni P+l lmou€ t *\cn ?a.f lec{-..

v

X

T

w lo VTl
I
I t \

J I

I
)
I

J'
I
I ,

)

\
I

\
\

T'
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5. In the diagram below, under which
transformation is A,AtBtCt the image of
AABC?

v

(L) Dz

ffi* t---. $Jr "qlac 
{hro$ol c-c/&is ' ve

(4) (x,y) + (x- 2,y) (X, l)
6. Which letter has p_o_rIrJ_$ymmetry but n-oiline

symmetry?

(1)H w (3)r (4)x
?orn\.
--'-

lLp1t,a,ns *\e Sa-tq

hrte

x

-5

Nor| *hz So"wL,

usi ^g rule',

(-o,"r)

6fu
fr-o,Y{1

=)

C' C

n .B/_

A At

I ,
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7 . Trapezoid QRST is glaphed on the set of axes
below.

l,I

....,\.

f* - ,*:+6

1i

,

x

li:;

F\\
t

i

Under u-hich transformation will there be no

Soit ts +ta+ 4c, Dg+ cko-nge.
(.2) t'':a

aIrffiE (4) ru-,'

8. When AABC is dilated by a scale factor of 2,

its image i" AA'ffiLich statement is true?

@R=A'C'
(2) lA = lA'

ilvariant
(1) rv:o

polnts?

f meoelurervzlt'3 gelasin *L< f,av<
(3) perimeter of AABC = perimeter of A I n 4\[A*fon S.

A'B'C'
(4) 2(arca of AABC; = area of AA'B'C'
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9. In the diagram below, under which
transformation is AX'Y'Zt the image of
AXY Z

v

x

(1) dilation
(3) rotation

(2) reflection
(4) translation
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11. As shown on the graph belon'. 1R'S'T'is the
image of ARST under a single
transformation.

Which transformation does this graph
represent?

(1) glide reflection (2) Iine reflection
lelrr'd' i'.o. (4) translation

x
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10. Triangle JTM is shown on the graph below.

Which transformation would result in an
image that is not congruent to L.I:f hI?

(t) 7'u:* (2) J?so"

(3) Iir,-a l@,e * c harylcg tize of ; iw'og c-

Y

X
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12. As shown in the diagram belori'. rvhen right
triangle DAB ts reflected ovel the r-axis, its
image is triangle DCB.

A

x

\\-hich statement justifies rvhy ABOGZ
(1) Distance is preserved under

reflection. D6 F/ N lTton aF
(2) Orientation is preserved under

reflection.
(3) Points on the line of reflection remain

invariant.
(a) Rieht angles remain congrubnt under

reflection.
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13. As shown in the diagram below, when
hexagon ABCDEF is reflected over line m,
the image is hexagon A'B'C'D'E'F'..

AB B A'

F C C' F

ED D' E'

m

Under this transformation, which property is
1I{ pleselved? 

a Vc(+i AeS $^*ngd-.
(1) area ,,/'tZl distance
(3) orientation (4) angle measure

14. Triangle ABC has the coordinate s A(L,2), B
(5,2), and C(5,5). Triangle ABC is rotated
180o about the origin to form triangleA'B'C'.
Triangle A'B'C' is

(1) acute (2) isosceles
(3) obtuse ( ) right

15. What is the image of the point (2,-B) after
the transformation r"v,:rxis?

(1) (2,3)
(3) (-2,3) (4) (-3,2)

16. When the transformation Tz,-t is performed
on point A, its image is point A/(
What are the coordinates of A?

(1) (5, -5) (2) (-5,5)
(3) (-1,3) @ ( 6, -4)

17. Which letter has point,symmetry?

(1) A (2) C (3) N (4) w

? ra-": on Se+ d tr qrci 5r

bu* \)Lrilu6i\5 sl"6re.

(x-,\ ) "ry'' (- ry.,a)

Ca,-Y '--+ (-^,-3)

-? l\

i'tirerss I 7-1, I oo (-l,z\
T-?,,

(-1, q)
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18. Base your ans\\-er to the follox'ing question on In the graph belorv, AE'S'7'is the image
produced b1'app11-ing a transformation to A,RS?.

Sha.*E o* re+Vtkon
t'hOrrh {-axf S '

(*,r) : Cry,))
JC

\\-hich lule describes the

I 1 t (.r'', J' ') = (.r:, l')
(3) (r', Y') = (-r, Y)

(2) (x', y') = (-x, -y)
(4) (x', y') = (x, -Y)

2

DD

\
tI \

\
/ \

f

s
+1

S'

4

()

19. \\Ihich letter belorv has po-iuL$ymmetry, but
does p/ have line symmetry?

(1) H (2) N (3) A (4) E
20. The image of LABC after the

s r,\At B'C'. Which
property t. ng! pies-rved, 

-***_,.
(1) distance ffi"q,
(3) coilinearity (4) angle measure

RpPleckons cb oC
prcje-rvL o r ien*a-*ron .
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21. Triangle ABC is graphed on the set of axes
beiow.

C

A l

Which transformation produces an image
that is similar to, but not congruent to, A
ABC?

(1) T;,,r (2) Deru Cherg6
(3) ry=" (4) /?oo

22. The image of rhombu s VWXY preserves

v

X

s'raL *'iea1B'

which properties unde
Tz.-*
(1) parallelism, only
(2) orientation, only

4) neither parallelism nor orientation

rthe transformation. 
,---> Snr +t / movg, Loca*ioil

Jr:f\ i t *t2- o0 l3 +X;y
c |^a,ryed

on

(

23. Which letter demonstrates line symmetry
not point symmetry? '-

(1) r (2) N (3) H (4) s

but
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24. In the diagram belos-. s-hich tlansformation
was used to map -\-rgC to .fA'B'C'?

shif+
JWd

A

26. Which transformation is &orlgJ.rvays an
isometry? +

(1) rotation ffil- tto'N*r:
(3) reflection (4) transiation t)1lc**lon

.->
B

B'

A'

(1) dilation
(2) rotation
(3) reflection

@*o+
25. Point A is iocated at (4, -7). The point is

reflected in the r-axis. Its image is located at

(L) (4,7) (2) C4,-7)*i#i @) (7,-4) (

27. What are the coordinates of A', the image of
point AC3,4), after a rotation of 180" about
the origin? *'- *

(1) (4,-3) (2) (-4,-3)
(3) (3,4) (4) (3,*4)

28. Which polygon has rotational symmetry of 90
o?

(1) equilaterai triangle
(2) regular pentagon
(3) square
(4) regular hexagon

t^,

29. The point (3,-2) is rotated_9_0_o.-about the
origin and thgn dilated by a scale factor of 4
What are the coordinates of the resulting
image?

(1) (-12,8) (2) (12,-8)

(3) (8,12) (4) (-8,-12)

fi-ar5

(rf,-? -+ {+, ?)
,r,y) i (n,-1)

= K,ri d Nlo*oq

G3,")
Lry'-,(*, y) (-n,-',b

tv*Y"r*ut 'f'^
-)

Chunqd 6ze o€
,,Vd
% (s,-ry)

Qec,

31D --5( AB)
D tl

(&,
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30. In the diagram below, which single
transformation was used to map triangle A
onto triangle B?

(1) line reflection (2) rotation
(3) dilation (4) translation

31. In the diagram below, A'B' is the image of
,4.B under whicLS:pqle transformation?

v

v

(1) dilation
(2) rotation
(3) translation
( ) glide reflection

n

t
I

A
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32. A transformatron of a
preserves both length 3

po11'gon that al!L4-ys
ancl orientatio*n is: }3finifi on d+ +ronshf?cn'

(1) dilation (2) translation
(3) Iine reflection (4) glide reflection

33. If LABC and its image, LA' B'C', are
graphed on a set of axes,
LABC '* LA'Bt C'under each
I lanslormation pJc€CIL

(l) Dz -) Cho.rrqe5 (2) Reo-

(3) rr:., si ?J (41 7,,_r.,r,

34. In the diagram below, L4'B'C' is a transformation, of LABC, and LA"B"C" is a
trctn,sfornratiort of LA'B'C'

v

UtJ

C, B,

\..

|. -rL;
I
I

\A

A A

The composite transformation of A^ABC to LA"B"C" is an example of a

(1) reflection followed by a rotation
(2) reflection followed by a translation
(3) translation followed by a rotation

x

I

35. The vertices of parallelogram ABCD are A
(2,0), B(0,-B), C(3,-3), and D(5,0i). If ABCD
is reflected over the r-axis, how many
verticesremainiglr_ff=t]rTI"."_ jp,rr.*t"ory6d
(1)1 (2)z d (3)3 (4)0

A(o,o\ 
r':4)

r0(o,-3) -?
cGrU -

,O)
(ot 3)

( z,z1 q4
r@.

9aW((s,o)
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36. In the diagram below, congruent figures 1, 2,
and 3 are drawn.

F

E C DO

8.8

Which sequence of transformations maps
figure 1 onto figure 2 and then figure 2 onto
figure 3?

(1) a reflection followed by a translation
(2) a rotation followed by a translation
(3) a translation followed by a reflection

37. Pentagon PQRST has FQ parallel aN .

After a translation of Tz, -8, which line
gment is p to P'Q'?

(1) R'Q'
(D T,S,

04rrc..$rts {o,r" l

&i

EJFrA

G
7

0

@) R',s
g) T'p

lul
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a

38. Rieht angle ^{BC is shos'n in the graph
below.

x

^\fter a reflection over the -axis, the image
of L,ABC is A,A' BtCt.
not true?(1) tDw+w
(3) @) AC 1l A'C' '\*-', -f

39. When a dilation is performed on a hexagon,

which p-prffi:"f the hexagon will not be

5 A-lr^e-
5 O-lut

(4) measure of angles -+ (€tvlas'rr< Sa-ur^^q-

40. Triangle ABC has the coordinates A(3,0). B
(3,8), and C(6,6). IF AABC is reflected over
the line !/ : fr, which statement is true about

h€4 ur i t/ €w.nfo all/4r i nterS ec4

v

ment is

preserved in its image?

(1) parallelism -f yCrrn&irAS
(2) orientation - r€-Ftalrng

the image of A,ABC?

(2) The size of the triangle changes.

(3) The orientation does not change

(4) One side of LABC is parallel to the
Iine u : r.

'r$:3
6*'
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41. What is the image of the point (-5,2) under'
the translation T z,-a ?

(1) (-e,5) (2) (-8,6)

,ffi (4)(-15,-8)

42. Line U : 3n - 1 is transformed by a dilation
of 2 and centered ut -@il ,.-.-, clree h +o ,' a-kt so rc *h (

T,-,
--(- 5, a) C-e, -e)

of\gfnq,t l:.nQ tare$
fa.s> |}lucough \rhB

Y"3w)
E= 3(a}l

8 = ?-l E;6
(1 ,,) % (-t, -t)

(+,r)"1 (ry-r+, ^rrD

with a scale factor
The line's image is

G)a:32-8 e)'g-3r-4
(3) Y:i3t-2

43. The coordinates of point P are (7,1). What
are the coordinates of the image of P after
Fso., about the origin?

(1) (1, 7) (2) (-7, -t)
(3) (1, -7) (4) (-L,7)

44. What are the coordinates of P', the image of
point P7,;a)after

(1) (r - 4,y - 4)

translation Ta,il

(3) (4x,4y) (4) (4,4)

45. What is the image of point (-3,7) after a
reflection in the r-axis?

(1) (3,7) (2) (-3,-7)
(3) (3,-7) (4) (7,-3)

46. Triangle A'B'C'is the image of LABCafter
a dilation of 2. Which statement is true?

G) AB : A,B,
e) BC :2(B'C')

(-1,?)

,?#

( -3,'7)

4

:
Qutni

4,

e) nlB : ttlBl
A) mlA: lfttlA)

g ra52+te
,d"Mr'*S

?l lafiotts
Y\LA$O
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47. Which gr
y-axis?

(1)

aph is symmetric s.ith respect to the

v

Qrn 6n l*h
5id6"

t

(2)

(4)

v (3) v

x

v

X

48. The diagram belorv shows ,48 and DE

,1,

Which transformation will move AB onto
I),e such that point D is the image of point A
and point E is the i-mAge of point B?

(1) Ts,",t (D D,)
(3) Eeo" (4) ry=*

v

x
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49. Which graph hu.-91:int!Ylr1m?1w?

(1) (2)

Cirdb &n be cavto*antu
ta4 q+ot.

50. Triangle ABC has vertices A(-2,2), B(-L,-}), and C(4,0). Find the coordinates of the
vertices of (A'B'C' , the image of (ABC after the transformation /^r-aris.

[The use of the grid below is optional.]

(3)

&y)-rCo-,^/)

A(4 ,d

9 ( -(,')
C (+,c;)

-),'J)
B' (-t, ?)

c' ( Llra)
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51. Triangle ABC has coordinates A(-2,1), B(3,1), C(0,-3)'Orr the set of axes below' graph

and label LA' B'C',the image of L'ABC after a 4{a!isaplz,-
v

X

A L-a, D

b (a,r)
C (ct7z\

--7

t4'.(-qa
g' t h2\
c' (o,*6>

Cornacchia/Clark Page 2l
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52. The coordinates of the vertices of A.ABC ctre -4(1,2), B(-4,J), and C(-5,*S). Statethe
coordinates of L,A'B'C', the inm,ge of LABC ofter a rotation of g0, about the origin. [The
u,se of the set of axes below is optional.J

....+,.,.,-i---.-. i..,.. ^i Att,g1 - h,(-?, D

6t-,t}) a b' (,,b, -'t)

CC -?rt) *2 
Ct( s ,-3)

_ . . , . ,: . - . . - i . . . . . , ,

53. In LKLM, mlK = 36 and KM = 5. The
transformation Dz rs performed on LKLM to
form L,K'L'M'.
Find mlK'. Justify your answer.

. 36., beeq.qsr-- q ntft)$o neru-o-n# i
Pind the length of K'M. Justify your answer.

a Preser ( ed

If'rrr' = /o
enLagaaat*.

kco^s5 a G)G)./o , a.k)
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54. After a reflection over a line, A.A' B'C' is the image of LABC. Explain why triangle
ABC i. iiloffii to triangle A' Bt C' .

fr r€f kc*Wl 't5 6v ciJid m&ion I a'-rrd- c't* r\5i d
fwetrons { regve5 diS*a-'{\cet "' b t+W g bn'A'Cl

a5. The coordinates of the verticles of A-H,9f are
R(-2.3), S(4,4), and T(2,-2). Triangle R'S'T'
is the image of A/?ST after a rotation of 90"

about the origin.

State the coordinates ofthe verticles of
AR,,S,T,.

v

{\C4") > Lt Q),a )
Xtl/L/) -' s, (n, rt )

TGfi) --'T'(A, a
)

9'(?n) ->
C ( l/-)*

0t (7,o)

C
I

Cornacchia/Clark
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56. Triangle ABC has vertices ,4(6,6), B(9,0), and C(3, -3). State and label the coordinates
of. LA'B'C', the image of LABC after a dilation of 4.

il (b,6) _> 
t1 , (;;



57. On the accompanying square, draw all the
of
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